
Titanium eBay: A Tactical Guide to Becoming a Millionaire PowerSeller By Skip McGrath Skip has
written several books about selling on eBay and including:Complete Idiots Guide to eBay The
Complete eBay Marketing Systemthe Complete Marketing SystemeBay to Titanium eBay Three
Weeks to eBay Profits How To Make Good Money Selling Used Books on Skip McGrath is an eBay
Gold PowerSeller and registered eBay Trading Assistant and has been selling full time on eBay since
1999 and on since 2006. Skip.

An outstanding book for those hobbyist (I wouldn't recommend this for folks who have never sold
anything on eBay) eBayers that are considering setting up a formal business on eBay. It explains the
mechanics of planning and initiating your business using automation tools to improve productivity
selecting shipping vendors setting up accounting/bookkeeping systems dealing with taxes and much
more. My only complaint is that the author does tend to focus on individuals that wish to create a
full-time business so you need to carefully evaluate how to best modify some of the advice if you are
only looking to create some supplemental income. Titanium eBay: A Tactical Guide to Becoming a
Millionaire PowerSeller is for everyone who aspires to reach the highest level of success within eBay
whether they've been selling through eBay for years at the Platinum level and want to learn how to
grow their business or they're just starting out with ambitious plans. With over 60 chapters coverage
includes:• Organization• Product selection and pricing• Advanced listing and selling strategies•
Auction management• Brand building Titanium eBay: A Tactical Guide to Becoming a Millionaire
PowerSellerSkip McGrath is an eBay Gold PowerSeller and registered eBay Trading Assistant and
has been selling full time on eBay since 1999 and on since 2006. Skip and his wife Karen started
selling books and his wife Karen started selling books antiques and collectibles on eBay and later
expanded to house and garden wares and photographic equipment. Skip has written several books
about selling on eBay and including:Complete Idiots Guide to eBay The Complete eBay Marketing
Systemthe Complete Marketing SystemeBay to Titanium eBay Three Weeks to eBay Profits How To
Make Good Money Selling Used Books on eBay and The Internet In early 2000 Skip launched The
Auction Seller's Resource at {site_link} www. He has also been interviewed extensively and featured
in stories about eBay in Newsweek the Seattle Times Washington Post and Entrepreneur magazine
and appeared on several TV interview shows including Good Morning America Fox News and San
Francisco ABC's PM Magazine:

Antiques and collectibles on eBay and later expanded to house and garden wares and photographic
equipment. Karen quit her job to do eBay full time in 2000 and Skip left an executive position with a
Fortune 100 company to concentrate on eBay and full time in 2004, Definitely the best
tactical/mechanical guide that I have read for creating and running an eBay business: Read it once
to get an overview and then read it again as you walk through the steps. If I may make one
suggestion: Do not use debt to finance your business. There is no guarantee of success - but this
book will give you a great chance. Skip McGrath How to read it ? Skip McGrath Very helpful and
interesting. Some parts didn't apply to me of course since I'm not going to be a millionaire any time
soon: I'll be happy just to keep the lights on and the water running: I like McGrath's tone too- he's
clearly flogging his product (which is Skip McGrath natch) but it's in that old-timey rah-rah capitalist
fashion that I can get behind, People who earn a living selling their wares through eBay are
identified on the site as “PowerSellers” and awarded formal designations based on their monthly
gross merchandise sales. There's Bronze Silver Gold and Platinum—and at the very top of the food
chain is the Titanium level for those who generate gross monthly sales of $150000 or more. Karen
quit her job to do eBay full time in 2000 and Skip left an executive position with a Fortune 100
company to concentrate on eBay and full time in 2004, com and began publishing The eBay Seller's
News a free monthly newsletter for professional auction sellers. Skip is a contributing editor to eBay
Radio with Uncle Griff and has been featured on Entrepreneur Radio on several occasions. Skip
attends numerous eBay events where he has been a featured speaker and appeared on numerous
panels, You can read the current and back issues of his newsletter and order his books from the



Auction Seller's Resource at {site_link} www. The analysis of various eBay sales strategies was very
good. Skip McGrath blah. dont know why i read parts of this book. Skip McGrath Take it to the next
level.skipmcgrath.skipmcgrath.com. Skip also publishes a weekly blog at blog.skipmcgrath.com.
{site_link}
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